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Outline:

1. Case for Light WIMPs
Excellent Overview at IDM: Joachim Kopp & Paolo Gondolo.

2. Detector requirements
3. Detector Physics
4. The CDMSlite experiment
5. Science Reach
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Light Dark Matter: mχ ∼ 10 GeV
WIMPS: neutral, weakly interacting massive particles of
mass 20-100 GeV, with σ~10-42 cm2 have been our focus.
Some experiments see hints/
signals/ excesses here
Near threshold for most
experiments
There are theories supporting
light DM
Ever improving cross-section
constraints; unexplored
parameter space in low mass
regime
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Detector Requirements:
Low mass χ ☞ low threshold 2experiments
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5 GeV/c2 (top panel) and 100 GeV/c2 (bottom panel) WIMPs
scattering from Ge (blue/solid) and Si (red/dashed) targets.
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SuperCDMS Soudan: detectors
15 Ultra-pure Ge crystals: 76 mm x 25 mm, 0.6 kg
4x2 high sensitivity phonon channels : each quadrant
2x2 charge channels : outer ring, inner disc
Operating T ~ 50 mK

7. SuperCDMS
interleaved Zsensitive Ionization
and Phonon detectors
Ionization Phonon channels
present on both sides
iZIP: interleaved Z-sensitive Ionization and Phonon detectors
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•

Detectors: Thresholds

! source: Electron Recoil

Comparison of charge to
phonon energy discriminates
Nuclear Recoils (WIMPs)
against Electron Recoils.

•
N source: Nuclear Recoil

High NR/ER discrimination ➝Hardware Trigger:
10 keV Analysis Threshold

• Excellent ER-NR rejection of 1:104

• Further 1:200 rejection with phono

Lowest threshold is set
by the efficiency with
which we can trigger ...
2keV

• 10 keV

Trigger Efficiency
thresholdExample
ensures minimal

Total Phonon Energy (keV)

Friday, January 7, 2011
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b

Low mass χ ☞ CDMS

mχ = 10GeV
DM

ER ≈ 1keV
Ge

Eph ≈ 0.85keV

Most experiments have
thresholds > 0.5 keV
and cannot detect such
signals, with high
confidence.

Eq ≈ 0.15keV
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Luke Phonons:

Vb

Apart from initial
‘Prompt’ phonons,
Charge transport
produces radiative
“Luke” Phonons.

Luke’s† experimental observations
Energy of phonons ~ Vbias
Noise is roughly constant up to
some break down potential
†Calorimetric

Ionization detector, Luke et al Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research
A 289 (1990). Neganov-Torfimov reported similar results.
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CDMS low ionization-threshold experiment
charge and phonon read out

Bias voltage accelerates e/h
e/h have “terminal velocity”
➝ max KE of ~ 30 meV

Vb

Under high bias, work done
on e/h > 10 eV >> 30 meV
High Voltage float

All this “excess energy” is
shed as Luke phonons

ELuke = Ne/h × eVbias
∴	
 A tunable gain ☞ Lower Thresholds
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CDMSlite: Signal scaling

60 kev peak in Phonon Energy

We have successfully tested iZIPs in CDMSlite mode.
Luke gain is observed.

Redid Luke’s
experiment
with the 60 keV
line from Am241

Bias Voltage (V)
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CDMSlite: Noise scaling
Onset of charge break-down was seen ~ 80 V
Stable running has been achieved at 70 V
Noise is marginally larger at 70 V
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CDMSlite: Highlights
iZIPs can run at 70 V
Thus implying a Luke gain of ~24 for ERs
Noise is very well behaved
We could reach a threshold of 0.085 keVee !
So what does this translate to in the canonical
phase space?
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CDMSlite projections: 2 iZIPs x 2 months

Simulation
now,
data soon !
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CDMSlite: NR/ER Discrimination

Counts/keV/kg/day

Under 1 keV charge signals are poor.
Total reliance on Total Phonon Energy
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The energy scale (spectra) stretches with Luke gain.
The stretch depends on bias and recoil type (NR/ER)

... work in progress
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Conclusions

The upcoming Super-CDMS experiment will utilize iZIPs
as leading devices in the direct detection of Dark Matter.
A new extension, the CDMSlite project, will further the
2
search for low mass WIMPs with mχ ~ 10 GeV/c
iZIPs will be run, potentially, at 0.085 keVee thresholds
Interesting detector physics studies can be done !
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CDMSlite: setup
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Discrimination
This is now an ionization detector.
We are measuring charge via phonons
So how can we do NR-ER discrimination ?
Right now we have plans for statical discrimination,
rather than event -by event discrimination
And of course there’s annual modulation !
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volume definition in the interdigitated CDMS detectors, Pt > 750 eV, corresponds
to electron recoil energy ER > 30 eVee . Of course, when operating in this mode
event-by-event electron/neutron recoil discrimination is impossible.

Discrimination

Simulate Wimp Search Spectrum (Pt)

Luke Gain as a function of Bias and Particle Type
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Fig. 1 left:Luke-Neganov Gain for various Vb and recoil type. right: total phonon rate estimates
for 2 hypothetical signals. At 0 V bias (solid curves), an exponentially increasing low energy plus
constant electronic background (red) behaves identically to the sum (black) of a WIMP signal
(green) and a flat electronic background (blue). At 75 V, these same two cases (same colors but
dashed) are easily distinguishable. All cases include contributions from noise-induced triggers
(cyan).

Pt = Pr + Pl = Pr + Nq eV
Due
the dependence
yield of the
Ptot =
Pr + (Eon
=Luke-Neganov
P r(1 + Ygain,
× for
eVnuclear
q /�)eV
b /�) recoils
this gain factor is suppressed by ∼ ×5 in the limit of large Vb . Unfortunately, this
means that the fiducial volume threshold recoil energy corresponds to a nuclearrecoil energy ER > 150 eVne , resulting in significant degradation of sensitivity for
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hood ratio distribution are smaller than a χ 2 distribution with 2 DOF (the physical
constraints of positive rates means that the additional signal DOF are not always
Fig. 2 Fit of simulated WIMP+background spectrum (black) to the sum (red) of an exponenoptimally used).
tial NR spectrum (green), a variable trigger threshold (cyan), and an exponentially decaying +
constant electronic background (blue).

Likelihood Ratio for Fits

Simulation P Distributions

3 Nuclear Recoil/Electron Recoil Statistical Subtraction
0
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The10recoil-dependent variation in gain response also leads in Fig. 1 to visible shifts
in spectrum shape. At 75 V, the benchmark WIMP+background
model (black) has
10
a significant excess of events at low energies and a suppression of events at high
energies relative to the exponential electronic background spectrum (red) which
was10 chosen to precisely mimic 0 V response. 10This behavior is general; one can
discriminate between electronic and nuclear recoil spectra by measuring total phonon distributions at multiple voltages. This possibility to differentiate
between electronic background and low-mass WIMP signals is a powerful feature
10
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To quantify our discrimination capability, we simulate 1000 experiments deFig. 3 left:
likelihood
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signal+ background
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mark 2). To contrast with these signal simulations, we also simulate 1000 experi(cyan/magenta) and simulations with WIMP signals (green/blue).
ments with an electronic exponential background that is identically distributed for
Vb =0 V to maximally probe electronic/nuclear statistical discrimination. We then
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47
• both acoustic andvelocity
optical phonons each saturation*
have three branches based on polarizaLuke Phonon:
tion; one longitudinal branch and two transverse.

33 meV

Figure 2.5: The phonon dispersion relation for germanium, idealized for a longitudinal
branch and a single transverse branch for both acoustic and optical phonons. a.
longitudinal acoustic branch (LA) b. transverse acoustic branch (TA) c. longitudinal
optical branch (LO) d. transverse optical branch (TO) 3. a superimposed dispersion
relation for parabolic electrons (plotting the corresponding k vector for electrons –
not to scale) f. the Brillouin Zone boundary g. slope for the longitudinal speed of
sound h. slope for the transverse speed of sound i. the optical phonon energy, �ω0
j. the intervalley phonon energy, �ωi k. the transverse acoustic intervalley phonon
energy, �ωit .
*(courtesy of Kyle Sundqvist, Berkeley/Chalmers)
Figure 2.5 shows the dispersion relationship for phonons. For clarity, only one
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Luke Phonon: Phonon emission rates
128

Figure 4.14: Phonon emission rates for electrons and holes, grouped into acoustic
and into optical (and intervalley) phonons. a. For electrons, i. total emission rate,
ii. acoustic emission rate, iii. optical and intervalley emission rate. Plot b., for
holes; i. total emission rate, ii. acoustic emission rate, iii. optical emission rate. For
electrons, the cross-over field where the net acoustic rate equals the net optical rate
is F = 147 V /cm. The rates cross-over field for holes is at F = 27.9 V /cm.
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Punch-line
�
At 1V/cm it takes an electron T = mvd /eE ≈ 1 ns

to reach saturation.

Practically instantaneous as ! TES ≈ many µ s.
∴ Work Done on e/h by battery

=

Energy shed by Luke phonons*
Ei
EL =
eVbias
�
*Typically EL ~(10 keV/ 3eV)x3eV.
Hence the KE of 0.03 eV can be safely ignored, particularly for larger Vbias.
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Luke Phonons:
At 40-50 mK, with 3 V /cm in Ge, drift velocity ~ 3x106 cm/s
➝ KE ~ 25 meV / charge

V/cm

V/cm

Above ~ 30 meV, inter-valley and optical phonon
emissions turn on resulting in drift velocity saturation
Thus with higher fields, work done in drifting is shed off
as Luke Phonons i.e. “drift heating”
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Background model
Quick and dirty Monte
Carlo in 0-100 keV:

Real data from
CoGeNT.

• Constant background
1#/keV/kg/day

•

10.4 keV peak at
40#/keV/kg/day

•

1.3 keV peak at
4# /keV/kg/day

I used the 2 largest peaks seen by
CoGeNT and CDMS as shown in
the CoGeNT plot
242

Dark Matter: candidates

Supported by
Astrophysical
observations,
simulations, and
various Beyond
the Standard
Model theories.
Kolb, SSI ’03
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